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The Brazilian de1agat~on asks 

corrections be made: .. 

P,ag\ 2*: llne lf.: Delete the words 11since the 

and substitute the words: 

"throughout th~ thirties,. and more recent;Ly 

· since the inP.eption of11 • 

=~-2:.;;1: ~ne 9: Add to the end or this sentence the wordsa 

"for dividend payments to American investors". 

lines 17 and 18: Delete the words " ·. - as in ·al1 . . 

under-developed countries was low" and substitute 

the wordss . 
"was low - as vas generally the· 

developed countries - •'. ·· · 

4,: ~ge 21: l.ine 23: .At the end ot this parc.graph, after 

the wor4 ~'ma~u,m11 , .add. the~_ following sentences 1 

"Whi.ch of the several pos~ible forms of investment 

such as direct investments, portfolio investments 
. 

~r ~~vernment credits shquld b~ pr~i'tn·reu dep.ended 

on the particular circumstances of each ~ountry, 

each Government bei~g free to indicate what form 

of capital imports it wanted to encourage. Each 

form of f~reign investments had its own advantages 

and disadvantages~ Direct investment had the 

t-·~------~-----. · advantage of constituting a flexible rather than 
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a· rigid charge on the balance of pa~ents and of 
t 

entailing the direct importation of technological 

abili·ty. On the other hand, direct investment 

might be a disadvantage in the case of cer~ain 

strategic or key industries which could be better 

controlled by Governments or in cases where there 

was a danger~f reckless wastace or depletion of 

natural resources through the short-sighted 

policy of private invos tors 11 • 

5'. page 21: line 24-: Delete thl: words "was by no means a 

system" and substitute the words: 

11 could not be regarded as a synonym". 

6. Rage 21: line 26: Delete the passage beg~nning with the 

words 11 their o·.m resources 11 and ending with the .. 
words "were not sufficient" and substitute the 

following: 

"to the maximum ·or their own resources for .the 

financing of economic development and capital 

formation; . this might be done by an increase in 

the rate ot snvings and restriction of standards 

of consunption, as well as by organizational 

measures designed to increase productivity. If, 

however, such measures were not feasible or not 

sufficient". 


